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Abstract
Let B be an n × n nilpotent matrix with entries in an infinite field k. Assume
that B is in Jordan canonical form with the associated Jordan block partition P . In
this paper, we study a poset DP associated to the nilpotent commutator of B and a
certain partition of n, denoted by λU (P ), defined in terms of the lengths of unions of
special chains in DP . Polona Oblak associated to a given partition P another partition
Ob(P ) resulting from a recursive process. She conjectured that Ob(P ) is the same
as the Jordan partition Q(P ) of a generic element of the nilpotent commutator of
B. Roberta Basili, Anthony Iarrobino and the author later generalized the process
introduced by Oblak. In this paper we show that all such processes result in the
partition λU (P ).
Introduction
Let k be an infinite field and B a nilpotent n× n matrix with entries in k. Suppose that
B is in Jordan canonical form with associated Jordan block partition P . Recall that the
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centralizer and the nilpotent centralizer of B are, respectively, defined as follows:
CB = {A ∈Matn(k) | AB = BA},
NB = {A ∈Matn(k) | AB = BA and A is nilpotent}.
Here Matn(k) denotes the set of all n× n matrices with entires in k.
It is well known that NB is an irreducible algebraic variety (see [2, Lemma 1.5]).
Therefore, there is a unique partition of n corresponding to the Jordan type of a generic
element of NB. We denote this unique partition by Q(P ). The map P → Q(P ) has been
studied by different authors (see [2], [3], [10], [11], and [13]). It is known, by the work of
T. Kosˇir and P. Oblak ([10]), using also a result of R. Basili and A. Iarrobino ([2]), that
if k has characteristic zero then the map P → Q(P ) is idempotent: Q(Q(P )) = Q(P ).
The number of parts of the partition Q(P ) is also completely determined by R. Basili ([1,
Proposition 2.4] and [3, Theorem 2.17]). In [11, Theorem 6], P. Oblak obtains a formula for
the index– largest part – of the partition Q(P ) when char k = 0. Her result is generalized
over any infinite fleld k in [8] by A. Iarrobino and the author.
In this paper, we work with a poset DP determined by the partition P . The poset is
closely connected to UB, a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of the centralizer CB. The poset
DP and the subalgebra UB were implicitly used in [10] and [11], and were defined in [3].
We review the definition of DP in the first section and also recall the classical partition
invariant λ(P ) = λ(DP ) of the poset DP , defined in terms of the lengths of unions of
chains in DP . We then define and study a partition, λU (P ), associated to the poset DP
and always dominated by λ(P ). This new partition is also defined in terms of the lengths
of unions of chains in DP , but this time the choice of chains is restricted to special types
of chains that we call U -chains. The U -chains are closely related to a recursive process
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introduced by P.Oblak and generalized in [3]. In Theorem 2.5 we prove that any such
process gives rise to the partition λU (P ). P. Oblak also conjectured that the partition
resulting from the process she suggested is the same as Q(P ) and in [11] she proves her
conjecture for a partition P such that Q(P ) has at most 2 parts and k = R. In [8], we show
for an infinite field k that λU (P ) is always dominated by Q(P ), which proves “half” of
Oblak’s conjecture. In [9], we will give an explicit formula for the smallest part of λU (P )
and prove that it is the same as the smallest part of λ(P ), and thus also Q(P ), by results
of [8]. Thus we give an explicit formula for Q(P ) when it has at most 3 parts.
Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to A. Iarrobino for invaluable discussions on
the topic, as well as for his comments and suggestions on the paper. The author is also
thankful to Bart Van Steirteghem and to Tomazˇ Kosˇir for their thorough comments on a
draft of this paper.
1 Poset DP and U-chains
Notation. Throughout this paper n will denote a positive integer and P a partition of
n. For any positive integer p, np ≥ 0 denotes the multiplicity of the part p in P .
Let V be an n-dimensional k-vector space and fix a nilpotent linear transformation
T ∈ Endk(V ). Let B be the Jordan canonical form of T with Jordan block partition
P = (p
nps
s , · · · , pnp11 ) such that ps > · · · > p1. So there is a decomposition of V into
B-invariant subspaces,
V = ⊕Vpi,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ npi and 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
For each pi and each 1 ≤ k ≤ npi , we choose a cyclic vector (1, pi, k) for Vpi,k, which
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determines the basis
{(u, pi, k) = Bu−1(1, pi, k) | u = 1, · · · , pi} (1.1)
for Vpi,k. Let Wi be the subspace of V spanned by the cyclic vectors (1, pi, k), where
k ∈ {1, · · · , npi}.
Define pii : CB → Endk(Wi) ∼=Matnpi (k) by sending a matrix C ∈ CB to the endomor-
phism obtained by first restricting C to Wi and then projecting to Wi. It is well known
that, up to isomorphism, the map
pi =
s∏
i=1
pii : CB →
s∏
i=1
Endk(Wi)
is the canonical projection from CB to its semi-simple quotient (see [1, Lemma 2.3], [3,
Theorem 2.3], [7, Theorem 6]).
Definition 1.1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let Ui ⊂ Endk(Wi) denote the set of all strictly upper
triangular elements of Endk(Wi). Set U =
∏t
i=1 Ui and UB = pi−1(U).
It is easy to see that for any element N ∈ NB, there is a unit C ∈ CB such that
CNC−1 ∈ UB (see [3, Lemma 2.2]). Thus the Jordan partition of a generic element of NB
is that of a generic element of UB.
To a partition P , we associate a poset DP whose elements are the basis for V from
equation 1.1. We next define the partial order on DP , which will satisfy, for all v, v′ ∈ DP
v ≤ v′ ⇐⇒ ∃A ∈ UB such that Av |v′ 6= 0 (See [3,Equation 2.18]). (1.2)
We visualize DP by its covering edge diagram, a digraph, which we will also denote by
DP . We say that the vertex v′ covers the vertex v if v < v′ and there is no vertex v′′ with
v < v′′ < v′. There is an edge from v to v′ in the digraph if and only if v′ covers v.
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Definition 1.2. Let P = (p
nps
s , · · · , pnp11 ) be a partition of n with ps > · · · > p1 and
npi > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We define the [covering edge] diagram of DP as follows. (See Figure
1.)
• Vertices of the diagram of DP :
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ t, there are npi rows each consisting of pi vertices labeled by triples
(u, pi, k) such that 1 ≤ u ≤ pi and 1 ≤ k ≤ npi . For each pi, we arrange the vertices
in a way that the first and last components of the triple are increasing when we go
from left to right and from bottom to top, respectively.
We say that a vertex of the form (u, pi, k) is a vertex in level pi.
• Covering edges of the diagram of DP :
i. For 1 < i ≤ s, the edge βpi,pi−1 from the top vertex (u, pi, npi) of any column
in the rows corresponding to pi to the bottom vertex (u, pi−1, 1) in the rows
corresponding to pi−1.
ii. For 1 ≤ i < s, the edge αpi,pi+1 from the top vertex (u, pi, npi) of any column
in the rows corresponding to pi to the bottom vertex (u+ pi+1 − pi, pi+1, 1) in
the rows corresponding to pi+1.
iii. For 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ u ≤ pi and 1 ≤ k < npi , the upward arrow e(u,pi,k) from
(u, pi, k) to (u, pi, k + 1) .
iv. For any isolated pi (i.e. pi+1 − pi > 1 and pi − pi−1 > 1) and any 1 ≤ u < pi,
ωpi from (u, pi, npi) to (u+ 1, pi, 1).
We will associate to DP several partitions. The first is the classical partition associated
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(1,4,1)
(1,1,1)
(1,1,2)
(2,2,1)(1,2,1)
(2,4,1) (3,4,1) (4,4,1)
(1,2,2) (2,2,2)
Figure 1: Poset DP for P = (4, 22, 12)
to a poset, introduced by Greene, Saks and others, and used in different areas of discrete
mathematics and algebraic geometry(see [6], [14] and the excellent exposition in [5]).
Recall that a chain is a totally ordered subset of a poset D, whose length is its cardi-
nality. We say a chain C is maximum, if it has the maximum cardinality among all chains
of the poset.
Definition 1.3. To a poset D of cardinality n, the partition λ(D) of n is assigned as
follows. For k = 0, 1, · · · , let ck denote the maximum cardinality of a union of k chains in
D. Let λk = ck − ck−1 for all k ≥ 1 and define λ(D) = (λ1, λ2, · · · ).
Notation 1.4. Suppose that P is a partition of n and DP is the corresponding poset. We
denote λ(DP ), by λ(P ).
Definition 1.5. A partition is almost rectangular if its biggest and smallest parts differ
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by at most one.
Note that any partition P can be written as P (1) ∪ · · · ∪ P (r), where each P (i) is an
almost rectangular subpartition. The minimum number r in any such decomposition is
denoted by rP .
In [1, Proposition 2.4] and [3, Theorem 2.17], it is proved that Q(P ) has exactly rP
parts.
Example 1.6. Partition P = (3, 3, 2, 2, 2) is almost rectangular and in particular rP = 1.
As for Q = (7, 2, 2, 1), we have rQ = 2.
Definition 1.7. Let P = (. . . , pnp , . . .) be a partition of n (here np ≥ 0). For a positive
integer r and a set A = {a1, a1 + 1, · · · , ar, ar + 1} ⊂ N such that a1 < a1 + 1 < · · · < ar <
ar + 1, we define the r-U -chain UA as follows:
UA = ∪ri=1SA;i, where
SA;i = {(u, p, k) ∈ DP | p ∈ {ai, ai + 1} and i ≤ u ≤ p− i+ 1}
∪{(u, p, k) ∈ DP | p > ai + 1 and u ∈ {i, p− i+ 1}}.
Note that each SA,i is a chain in DP and that SA,i ∩ SA,j = ∅ if i 6= j. A 1-U -chain is
called a simple U -chain.
Notation 1.8. If A = {a1, a1 + 1, · · · , ar, ar + 1}, then we often denote UA by Ua1,··· ,ar .
Example 1.9. In Definition 1.7 above, A need not be a subset of {p1, · · · , ps}. For
example, let P = (7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1), then U6 is a simple U -chain in DP . We have
U6 = U{6,7} = {(u, 7, 1) | 1 ≤ u ≤ 7}.
Figure 2 illustrates the simple U -chain U3 = U{3,4}, and the 2-U -chain U2,4 = U{2,3,4,5}
in DP .
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Figure 2: U -Chains U3 and U2,4 in DP with P = (7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
Definition 1.10. Let P be a partition of n. Define a partition λU (P ) = (λU,1, λU,2, · · · )
of n, such that λU,k = uk − uk−1, where uk is the maximum cardinality of a k-U -chain in
DP .
We recall the dominance partial order on the set of all partitions of n.
Definition 1.11. Let P = (p1, p2, · · · ) and Q = (q1, q2, · · · ), with p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · and
q1 ≥ q2 ≥ · · · , be two partitions of n. Then P ≤ Q if and only if for k = 1, 2, · · · ,
k∑
i=1
pi ≤
k∑
i=1
qi.
Lemma 1.12. For any partition P we have λU (P ) ≤ λ(P ).
Proof. By Definition 1.7 a k-U -chain UA is the union of k chains SA,i for i = 1, · · · , k. So
we always have ck ≥ uk . 
The following is a preparatory lemma for showing Proposition 1.14, a key replacement
result.
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Lemma 1.13. Let n > 1 and P = (. . . , pnp , . . .) be a partition of n. Let A = {a1, a1 +
1, · · · , ar, ar + 1} and UA be the associated r-U -chain in DP . For each i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, let
Aiˆ = A \ {ai, ai + 1}. Then
| UA |=| UAiˆ | + | Uai | −2(i− 1)(nai + nai+1)− 2
r∑
j=i+1
(naj + naj+1).
Proof. By Definition 1.7, UAiˆ ⊆ UA and
UA \ UAiˆ = {(u, p, k) ∈ DP | p ∈ {ai, ai + 1} and i ≤ u ≤ p− i+ 1}
∪rj=i{(u, p, k) ∈ DP | aj + 1 < p < aj+1 and u ∈ {j, p− j + 1}}.
Therefore
| UA | − | UAiˆ | = (ai − 2i+ 2)nai + (ai − 2i+ 3)nai+1
+2
∑
p>ai+1
np − 2
r∑
j=i+1
(naj + naj+1).
To complete the proof, it is enough to use Definition 1.7 again to get
| Uai |=| U{ai,ai+1} |= ai nai + (ai + 1)nai+1 + 2
∑
p>ai+1
np.

Proposition 1.14. Let P = (. . . , pnp , . . .) be a partition of n > 1 and suppose that Ua is
a maximum simple U -chain in DP . If Ub1,··· ,br is an r-U -chain in DP , then there exists
1 ≤ u ≤ r such that bu−1 < a < bu+1 − 1 and | Ub1,··· ,br |≤| Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br | .
In other words, in Ub1,···br we can replace some bu by a and get a U -chain which has
at least the same cardinality.
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Proof. First note that by Definition 1.7, there is nothing to prove if {a, a+ 1} ⊂ {b1, b1 +
1, · · · , br, br + 1}. So we assume that {a, a + 1} 6⊂ {b1, b1 + 1, · · · , br, br + 1}. Also note
that since b1 > 0, for any u ∈ {1, · · · , r},
bu > 2(u− 1) (1.3)
Case 1. If a ≤ b1, then by Lemma 1.13,
| Ub1,··· ,br | =| Ub2,··· ,br | + | Ub1 | −2
r∑
i=2
(nbi + nbi+1), and
| Ua,b2,··· ,br | =| Ub2,··· ,br | + | Ua | −2
r∑
i=2
(nbi + nbi+1).
Therefore | Ua,b2,··· ,br | − | Ub1,··· ,br |=| Ua | − | Ub1 |≥ 0, by the maximality of | Ua |.
Case 2. If bu < a < bu+1 for some u ∈ {1, · · · , r}. (We set br+1 =∞.)
Case 2.1. If bu+1 = a+ 1.
Then bu < a < bu+1 < bu+2 − 1. Since Ua is a maximum simple U -chain, we also have
0 ≤| Ua | − | Ubu+1 |=| Ua | − | Ua+1 |= a (na − na+2).
On the other hand, by Lemma 1.13,
| Ub1,··· ,br | =| Ub1,··· ,bu,bu+2,··· ,br | + | Ubu+1 |
−2u (nbu+1 + nbu+1+1)− 2
r∑
i=u+2
(nbi + nbi+1), and
| Ub1,··· ,bu,a,bu+2,··· ,br | =| Ub1,··· ,bu,bu+2,··· ,br | + | Ua |
−2u (na + na+1)− 2
r∑
i=u+2
(nbi + nbi+1).
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Since by Equation 1.3, a ≥ 2u, we then get
| Ub1,··· ,bu,a,bu+2,··· ,br | − | Ub1,··· ,br | =| Ua | − | Ubu+1 | −2u (na + na+1 − nbu+1 − nbu+1+1)
= (a− 2u)(na − na+2)
= (a−2ua )(| Ua | − | Ubu+1 |) ≥ 0.
Case 2.2. If bu + 1 = a < bu+1 − 1.
Then by maximality of | Ua |, we have
0 ≤| Ua | − | Ubu |=| Ua | − | Ua−1 |= (a− 1) (na+1 − na−1).
By Lemma 1.13,
| Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br | − | Ub1,··· ,br | =| Ua | − | Ubu | −2(u− 1)(na+1 + na−1 − nbu+1 − nbu+1)
= (a− 2u+ 1)(na+1 − na−1)
= (a−2u+1a−1 )(| Ua | − | Ubu |).
By Equation 1.3, we have a ≥ 2u− 1, and therefore (a−2u+1a−1 )(| Ua | − | Ubu |) ≥ 0, as
desired.
Case 2.3. If bu + 1 < a < bu+1 − 1.
Let b = bu, and ∆ =| Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,br | − | Ub1,··· ,br |. By Lemma 1.13, we have
∆ =| Ua | − | Ub | −2(u− 1)(na+1 + na − nb+1 − nb)
= (a− 2u+ 1)na+1 + (a− 2u)na − 2
a−1∑
p=b+2
np − (b− 2u+ 3)nb+1 − (b− 2u+ 2)nb.
We will prove that ∆ ≥ 0.
For c ∈ {b, · · · , a− 1}, define δc =| Ua | − | Uc |. By the maximality of | Ua |, we have
δc ≥ 0 for all c. We also have δa−1 = (a− 1)na+1− (a− 1)na−1, and if b ≤ c < a− 1, then
δc = (a− 1)na+1 + (a− 2)na − 2(
a−1∑
p=c+2
np)− (c+ 1)nc+1 − c nc.
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We define an (a− b+ 2)× (a− b) matrix M such that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ a− b,
δa−j =
a−b+2∑
i=1
Mij(na−i+2).
So we have
M =

a− 1 a− 1 a− 1 · · · a− 1
0 a− 2 a− 2 · · · a− 2
−(a− 1) −(a− 1) −2 · · · −2
0 −(a− 2) −(a− 2) · · · −2
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 −(b+ 1) −(b+ 1)
0 · · · 0 0 −b

.
Let
R =

r1
...
ra−b
 and D =

a− 2u+ 1
a− 2u
−2
...
−2
−(b− 2u+ 3)
−(b− 2u+ 2)

.
Note that D is defined such that
∆ =
a−b+2∑
i=1
Di · (na−i+2).
We will show that the linear system M · R = D of linear equations, has a unique
non-negative solution. This implies ∆ =
a−b∑
i=1
ri δa−i, with ri ≥ 0 for all i, which proves the
desired inequality ∆ ≥ 0.
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Let M = M(1) and D = D(1), and for k = 1, · · · , [a−b2 ] + 1, let M(k+ 1) (respectively
D(k+ 1)) denote the matrix obtained by adding the (2k− 1)-st row of M(k) (respectively
D(k)) to its (2k + 1)-st row and adding the 2k-th row of M(k) (respectively D(k)) to its
(2k + 2)-nd row. Then for all k, the linear system M(k) · R = D(k) of linear equation is
equivalent to the linear system M ·R = D. For ` = [a−b2 ] + 1, we have
M(`) =

a− 1 a− 1 a− 1 a− 1 · · · a− 1
0 a− 2 a− 2 a− 2 · · · a− 2
0 0 a− 3 a− 3 · · · a− 3
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 b+ 1 · · · b+ 1
0 · · · 0 0 0 b
0 · · · · · · 0 0 0
0 · · · · · · · · · 0 0

, and D(`) =

a− 2u+ 1
a− 2u
a− 2u− 1
...
b− 2u+ 3
b− 2u+ 2
0
0

.
Therefore, to prove the claim it is enough to prove that the the following linear system
of a− b equations in a− b variables has a non-negative solution.

1 1 1 · · · 1
0 1 1 · · · 1
0 0 1 · · · 1
...
...
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 0 1

·R =

1− 2(u−1)a−1
1− 2(u−1)a−2
...
1− 2(u−1)b+1
1− 2(u−1)b

.
This system has the following unique solution:
ra−b = 1− 2(u− 1)
b
, and for 1 ≤ i < a− b, ri = 2(u− 1)
(a− i)(a− i− 1) .
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Note that by Equation 1.3, ra−b > 0. Clearly, ri ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i < a − b, as well. This
completes the proof of the proposition.

Remark 1.15. As the proof of Proposition 1.14 shows, the proposition holds if the car-
dinality of Ua is greater than or equal to the cardinality of Uc for all b1 ≤ c ≤ br + 1.
Example 1.16. Let P = (62, 5, 4, 3, 22, 12). We will examine Proposition 1.14 for the
2-U -chain U1,3 in DP . First note that U5 with cardinality 17 is the only maximum simple
U -chain in DP . Replacing U3 with U5 in U1,3, we can obtain a larger 2-U -chain, as we
have 27 =| U1,5 |>| U1,3 |= 25. Also note that the proposition is an existence result and is
not necessarily true for all u. In fact in this example we have 24 =| U3,5 |<| U1,3 |= 25.
2 Uniqueness of Oblak Partitions
In this section we discuss a recursive process, which was originally defined by P. Oblak
and later generalized in [3]. A generalized Oblak process, or a U -process, is a recursive
process defined by finding a maximum simple U -chain in the poset corresponding to a
partition, then obtain a new partition by removing the elements of this simple chain from
the poset, and then repeat the same process.
Let P = (pnss , · · · , pn11 ) be a partition of n. Suppose that a is a positive integer
and consider the simple U -chain C = Ua = U{a,a+1} in DP . Let P ′ be the partition
corresponding to the vertices of DP \ C. Namely P ′ = (qmss , · · · , qm11 ), such that
qi =
 pi if pi < api − 2 if pi > a+ 1 ; and mi =
 ni if pi 6∈ {a, a+ 1}0 if pi ∈ {a, a+ 1} .
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Then there is a natural “relabeling” map of sets ι : DP ′ → DP defined as follows.
ι( (u, p, k) ) =
 (u, p, k) if p < a,(u+ 1, p+ 2, k) if p ≥ a. (2.1)
Definition 2.1. A U -process for P is a succession C = (C1, · · · , Cm) of subsets of DP
defined recursively as follows.
• P1 = P and ι1 is the identity map.
• C†i is a maximum simple U -chain in DPi and Ci = ι1 · · · ιi(C†i ).
• Pi+1 is the partition obtained from the diagram of DPi after removing C†i , and
ιi+1 : DPi+1 → DPi , is defined as in Equation 2.1 above.
A U -process C = (C1, · · · , Cr) is called full if C1∪· · ·∪Cr = DP . To each full U -process
C, we assign a partition QC(P ) = (| C1 |, · · · , | Cr |) of n.
Remark 2.2. Assume that C = (C1, · · · , Cr) is a full U -process for P . By definition, Cr
is the pullback of the vertices of a maximum simple U -chain of DPr into DP . Since C is
full, DPr must be a simple U -chain. Thus Pr is an almost rectangular partition.
A given partition P may admit several full U -processes, as the following example
shows. In [11], P. Oblak picks a particular U -process, choosing the maximum chain above
all others in the diagram of DP at each step, and conjectures that the corresponding
partition is the same as Q(P ) (see [4]).
Example 2.3. (See Figure 3.) Let P = (5, 4, 32, 2, 1). Then both C1 = U3 and D1 = U2
are maximum simple U -chains in DP (both of length 12). So one can begin a U -process
with either one of those. We haveDP \C1 = {(2, 5, 1), (3, 5, 1), (4, 5, 1), (1, 2, 1), (2, 2, 1), (1, 1, 1)},
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and therefore the corresponding partition P2 = (3, 2, 1). Again at this point, we have two
choices for a maximum simple U -chain, namely U2 or U1 which correspond to
C2 = {(2, 5, 1), (1, 2, 1), (3, 5, 1), (2, 2, 1), (4, 5, 1)}, and
C ′2 = {(2, 5, 1), (1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1), (4, 5, 1)},
inDP , respectively. These choices give rise to two different full U -processes C = (C1, C2, C3),
and C′ = (C1, C ′2, C ′3), where C3 = {(1, 1, 1)} and C ′3 = {(3, 5, 1)}.
On the other hand, starting a U -process with D1, we can get two other full U -processes
D = (D1, D2, D3) and D
′ = (D1, D′2, D′3), where
D2 = {(2, 5, 1), (2, 4, 1), (3, 5, 1), (3, 4, 1), (4, 5, 1)},
D3 = {(1, 1, 1)},
D′2 = {(2, 5, 1), (2, 4, 1), (1, 1, 1), (3, 4, 1), (4, 5, 1)},
D′3 = {(3, 5, 1)}.
Although the partition P above admits four different full U -processes, the correspond-
ing partitions are all the same, namely (12, 5, 1). In Theorem 2.5, we prove that every
full U -process give rise to the same partition of n, which is in fact equal to the partition
λU (P ) introduced in Definition 1.10.
It is also worth noting that in general, for a U -process C = (C1, · · · , Cr), the Ck’s may
not be chains in DP , since DPk is not necessarily a sub poset of DP . This is easy to observe
in Example 2.3. For example, both (2, 5, 1) and (1, 2, 1) belong to C2 but they are not
comparable in DP . On the other hand, C1 ∪ C2 is a union of two chains in DP . In fact,
C1 ∪ C2 = U2,4 is a 2-U -chain. The following proposition shows that this is the case at
any given step of a U -process. This is also stated without a proof in [3, Proposition 3.18].
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C’3 
D1 
D2 
D3 
D1 
D’2 
D’3 
Figure 3: Different full U -processes for P = (5, 4, 32, 2, 1)
Proposition 2.4. Let P be a partition and C = (C1, · · · , Cr) a U -process for P . There
exists an r-U -chain Ub1,··· ,br in DP such that C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr = Ub1,··· ,br , as sets.
Proof. Suppose that P = (pnss , · · · , pn11 ) such that ps > · · · > p1 and ni > 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
We give a proof by induction on r.
By the definition of a U -process, there is nothing to prove for r = 1. Assume that
r > 1, C = (C1, · · · , Cr) is a U -process for P , and C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr−1 = Ub1,··· ,br−1 , for some
b1, · · · , br−1 such that b1 < b1 + 1 < · · · < br−1 < br−1 + 1. By the definition of a U -
process, Cr = ι1 · · · ιr(C†r), where C†r is a maximum simple U -chain in the DPr . Since
C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr−1 = Ub1,··· ,br−1 , we can write Pr = (qmss , · · · , qm11 ) such that
qi = pi − 2ri, where ri =| {bj | 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1 and bj < pi} |); and
mi =
 0 if pi ∈ {b1, b1 + 1, · · · , br−1, br−1 + 1}ni otherwise.
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Suppose that C†r is the simple U -chain Ua in DPr . So there exists an integer u such that
a = qu with mu 6= 0. Thus C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr is equal, as a set, to the r-U -chain UB where
B = {b1, b1 + 1, · · · , br−1, br−1 + 1, pu, pu + 1}, as desired.

Theorem 2.5. Let P be a partition and C = (C1, · · · , Cr) a U -process for P . Then
| ∪ri=1Ci |= max{| UB | such that UB is an r-U -chain in DP }.
In particular, for any full U -process C of P , we have QC(P ) = λU (P ).
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, there exist a1, · · · , ar such that a1 < a1+1 < · · · < ar < ar +1
and C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cr = Ua1,··· ar . Therefore,
| ∪ri=1Ci |≤ max{| UB | such that UB is an r-U -chain in DP }. (2.2)
We prove the converse inequality by induction on r.
For r = 1, the claim is clear by definition. Now suppose that r > 1 and that for any
m < r and any U -process C′ = (C ′1, · · · , C ′m) of a partition P ′, the desired equality holds.
Assume that Ub1,··· ,br is an arbitrary r-U -chain in DP . Since C = (C1, · · · , Cr) is a
U -process for P , C1 is a maximum simple U -chain in DP . Suppose that C1 = Ua. Then,
by Proposition 1.14, there exists a u such that 1 ≤ u ≤ r and
| Ub1,··· ,br |≤| Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br | . (2.3)
Let P ′ denote the partition corresponding to the vertices in DP \Ua and ι : DP ′ → DP
be the relabeling map given by Equation 2.1. By definition of a U -process, ∪ri=2Ci ⊆
DP \ Ua, and therefore C′ = (ι−1(C2), · · · , ι−1(Cr)) is a U -process for P ′. Also note that
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ι−1(Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br) is the (r−1)-U -chain U ′ = Ub1,··· ,bu−1,bu+1−2,··· ,br−2 in DP ′ . Thus,
by the inductive hypothesis,
| ∪ri=2Ci |=| ∪ri=2ι−1(Ci) |≥| U ′ | . (2.4)
On the other hand, by definition of a U -chain (Definition 1.7), Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br is
the union of the two disjoint sets Ua and ι(U
′). Therefore
| Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br |=| Ua | + | U ′ | . (2.5)
Thus
| ∪ri=1Ci | =| Ua | + | ∪ri=2Ci |
≥| Ua | + | U ′ | (By Equation 2.4)
=| Ub1,··· ,bu−1,a,bu+1,··· ,br | (By Equation 2.5)
≥| Ub1,··· ,br | . (By Equation 2.3)
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In view of Theorem 2.5, Oblak’s conjecture can be restated as Q(P ) = λU (P ). We
conclude this paper by showing that λU (P ) shares another property of the partition Q(P ),
namely parts of the partition λU (P ) differ pairwise by at least 2. See [10, Theorem 6] for
the corresponding result for Q(P ) when char k = 0 and [2, Theorem 1] when char k > n.
Lemma 2.6. Let n > 1 and P = (. . . , pnp , . . .) be a partition of n. If Ua is a maximum
U -chain in DP then | Ua |≥ 2, and na + na+1 > 0.
Proof. Suppose that b = max{b | nb > 0}. If b = 1, then nb must be at least 2, and
therefore bnb ≥ 2. If b ≥ 2, then bnb ≥ 2. Thus | Ua |≥| Ub |≥ 2.
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We prove the second inequality by contradiction. Assume that na = na+1 = 0, then
2 ≤| Ua |= 2
∑
p>a+1
np. Let c = min{p | p > a+ 1 and np > 0}. Since c > a+ 1 ≥ 2, we get
| Ua |<| Uc |. This contradicts the maximality of | Ua |. So na + na+1 must be positive.

Proposition 2.7. Let n > 1 and P = (· · · , pnp , · · · ) be a partition of n. Then the parts
of λU (P ) differ pairwise by at least 2.
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and the inductive definition of a U -process, it is enough to prove
the following claim.
Claim. Let Ua be a maximum simple U -chain in DP and let P ′ be the partition corre-
sponding to the vertices in DP \Ua. If U ′ is a simple U -chain in DP ′ , then | Ua |≥| U ′ | +2.
By Lemma 2.6, there is nothing to prove if U ′ is empty. So assume that U ′ = Ub in
DP ′ is not empty. We have
U ′ = {(u, p, k) ∈ DP ′ | p ∈ {b, b+ 1} and 1 ≤ u ≤ p}
∪{(u, p, k) ∈ DP ′ | p > b+ 1 and u ∈ {1, p}}.
Recall that the relabeling map of Equation 2.1 is an injective map from DP ′ to DP .
Case 1. If a > b+ 1, then
| U ′ |=| ι(U ′) | = bnb + (b+ 1)nb+1 + 2
∑
b+1<p<a
np + 2
∑
p≥a+2
np
=| Ub | −2(na + na+1).
Here Ub is the simple U -chain in DP . By Lemma 2.6, and maximality of | Ua |, we get
| U ′ |≤| Ub | −2 ≤| Ua | −2. This completes the proof of the claim in this case.
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Case 2. If a = b+ 1, then
| U ′ |=| ι(U ′) | = bnb + (b+ 1)nb+3 + 2
∑
p>b+3
np
= (a− 1)na−1 + ana+2 + 2
∑
p>a+2
np.
Case 2.1. If na+1 = na+2 = 0. Then by Lemma 2.6 na > 0, and since a = b+ 1 ≥ 2, we
have ana ≥ 2. So we get the desired inequality
| U ′ |=| Ua−1 | −ana ≤| Ua | −2.
Case 2.2. If na+1 + na+2 > 0. Then
| U ′ |=| Ua−1 | − | Ua | + | Ua+1 | −2(na+1 + na+2) ≤| Ua | −2.
This completes the proof of Case 2.
Case 3. If a ≤ b, then
| U ′ |=| ι(U ′) | = b nb+2 + (b+ 1)nb+3 + 2
∑
p>b+3
np
=| Ub+2 | −2(nb+2 + nb+3).
Case 3.1. If nb+2 = nb+3 = 0. Then 0 <| U ′ |= 2
∑
p>b+3
np. Let c = min{p | p >
b+ 3 and np > 0}. Then | U ′ |=| Uc−1 | −(c−2)nc. Since c > b+ 3 ≥ 4 and nc > 0, we get
| U ′ |=| Uc−1 | −(c− 2)nc ≤| Uc−1 | −2 ≤| Ua | −2,
as desired.
Case 3.2. If nb+2 + nb+3 > 0, then the desired inequality is clear by maximality of
| Ua |. This completes the proof of the proposition.

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In [9] we further study the poset DP and the partition λU (P ) and give an explicit
formula for its smallest part µ(P ). By enumerating the disjoint maximum antichains in
DP and use of results from [11] and [8], we prove that the smallest part of Q(P ) is µ(P )
as well. This, combined with Oblak’s formula for the index of Q(P ) ([11, Theorem 6] for
char k = 0, and [8, Corollary 3.10] for any infinite field k), gives an explicit formula for
Q(P ), when it has at most 3 parts (i.e. when P can be written as a union of 3 almost
rectangular sub partitions).
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